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Gambier, Ohio

Gaby Lampert ’13, Beloved Daughter and Friend, Dies Unexpectedly
BY SARAH FRIEDMAN
Editor-in-Cbief

home, drop-

Lily Miller T3 also commented on

Gaby

in clinic, and

Gaby’s presence. “Gaby was the kind of

person who drew attention wherever she

said.

had a gift for

we always had

Gabrielle Lampert, a Kenyon first

language, both

tons and tons

went, not just because of her overload of

year, died unexpectedly of unknown

her own and

of kids here,”

jewelry and her acid-washed jeans but

causes on Tuesday, March IB, in her

foreign. In Eng

Dr. Lampert

also because she had this intense energy

Manhattan home. She is survived by her

lish, “she wrote

said.

surrounding her in the way she walked,

father, Jonathan Lampert, and her pater

beautifully and

Gaby’s

talked and smiled,” Miller said. “She was

nal grandmother, E. Louise Lampert. She

gutsily,” Dr.

oldest friend

beyond incredible in every aspect of her

was 19 years old.

Lampert said.

was Val Smos-

life. She was the one who got me to stay

Gaby was bom February 12,1991,

“She was a radi

na. Gaby “re

out at 4 a.m. on Saturday night and she

in Manhattan, where she lived her entire

cal writer and

ally was the

was also the one who motivated me to pull

life. Her mother died when Gaby was six

like an urban

most impor

all-nighters studying with her in Gund.

years old and her father, a psychiatrist and

guerilla in some

tant person in

Her energy was just unbeatable.”

ways ... very

my life,” said

“She always made things vibrant

and fun and beautiful,” Brown said. “She

family therapist, raised her. “We were a

tough and very

Smosna. “She

smart, very lit

gave me a lot

had some innate ability to make things

Artist, writer, traveler

erate. She loved

of confidence.

genuine around her.” Miller said that the

package deal,” he said.

Gaby was not an overachiever but

languages, even

I don’t even

conversations she and Gaby had in the

devoted her time to subjects she loved

though if she

know how to

breezeway of Mather Residence Hall,

learning about — sculpture, languages,

were alive to

describe it, but

Gaby’s dormitory, “are some of the most

music. “She was kind ofballsy, far from de

day she would

if I could pick

interesting, genuine I have ever had.”

mure,” said Dr. Lampert. He described her

say [she was

anyone who

as “a bold and courageous personality and

not great at
French] even

character and thinker.” Hesaid she would

ILLUSTRATION BY DAIN WILLIAMS

have admitted that “she had a remarkable

though she spoke extremely well, and

sense ofstyle” and a gift for aesthetic, but

you couldn’t convince her.” Gaby also had

in other areas, she was exceedingly modest

studied Spanish and had been interested

about her many talents.

in studying Arabic.

really changed

Her death

my life, it was

The cause of Gaby’s death is un

her.” She described Gaby as smart, strong,

known. According to Dr. Lampert, she

generous, always mature in her peer group

was on allergy medicine and since Sep

“A social networking power
center”

and, above all, supportive. “She was so

tember had taken four sequential courses

strong, so happy. Even when she wasn’t

ofantibiotics to treat recurrent pulmonary

we would ever go.”

“She kept several of her talents

Gaby loved New York, but “she

According to her father, Gaby “had

happy, she was just really great about

infections. Otherwise, however, she was in

hidden,” Dr. Lampert said. She had been

certainly traveled the world a great deal

a real knack for people” and was always

doing tilings for friends, unbelievably so,”

good shape. “Somewhere in the evening

she was in bed watching television and

working on a portfolio of sculpture since

since she was young,” said Dr. Lampert.

surrounded by many friends. “She was

she said. “She really taught me how to

she was ten years old but he did not see it

The family spent time in the south of

like a social networking power center,”

stand up for myself.... She taught me not

that was it,” said Dr. Lampert. Her autopsy

until she applied to colleges and submit

France, Switzerland and the United

he said. “I nowhere near had the capacity

to accept unnecessary rules, conventions,

offered no answers, and the toxicology

ted a small portfolio with each application.

Kingdom and traveled widely in Europe;

at her age to have die depth of relation

whatever.”

report has yet to come back. He said that

Gaby formed close bonds here at

the only cause ofdeath he and doctors can

He said that he knew she took a sculpture

one of Gaby’s most recent favorite trips

ships with people [she had]. It in general

class and later continued with private

was to Amsterdam. When Gaby was

comes much later in life, and she early on

Kenyon as well. “She was an absolutely

speculate is a “totally unexpected” adverse

had that.”

amazing person,” said Tommy Brown ’ 13.

reaction to medicine.

instruction, but “I never was allowed togo

five years old, she was asked where she

to the studio. And then poof! This body

wanted to go for vacation one day. She

Many of these relationships were

“The fact that she could always take a mo

Gaby was buried last Sunday in Beth

ofwork emerged.... I was really floored.”

said Russia and the Bahamas “and on the

with friends she had known since kin

ment for anyone and throw her emotions

David Cemetery in Elmont, Long Island,

Gaby used clay, stone and brass and often

list was Ohio,” said Dr. Lunpert. “I don’t

dergarten, fellow students at Friends

to the side of the road to help you out, or

and her fimeral “was packed,” Dr. Lampert

sculpted figures. “She had a great sense of

know where she got that from. [Ohio]

Seminary. “Our home was like acombina-

have a conversation, was amazing.... There

said. Her father anointed her with her fa-

bodies, ofthe human figure,” Dr. Lampert

would be the farthest place I assure you

tion of a youth hostel, a wayward youth

was never a dull moment with her.”

Lords Win 31 st-Straight National Title

see

Gaby,

page 3

Obama Nominates Kenyon Alumna to
Serve on United States Court of Appeals
then worked as a clerk for the Honorable

BY MARIKA GARLAND
News Assistant

Nathaniel R. Jones on the U.S. Court

President Barack Obama nomi

becoming a judge, O’Malley was an as

of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit. Before

nated Judge Kathleen Mc

sociate at Jones, Day,

Donald O’Malley ’79 to

Reavis and Pogue law

the U.S. Court of Appeals

firm and then a partner

for the Federal Circuit

at Porter, Wright, Morris

on March 10, 2010. She
will “bring an unwavering

& Arthur. From 1992

commitment to fairness
and judicial integrity to

Ohio Attorney General
tant Attorney General

said, according to the

and Chiefof Staff She is

Lords Swimming claimed their 31st consecutive national championship. They have held the NCAA crown

White House Web site.

After Kenyon, O’Malley

see SWIMMING, page 12

Lee Fisher’s First Assis

the federal bench,” Obama

since 1980, but this year was special: they garnered a 434-point margin of victory, the largest ever in the history
of the meet.

to 1994, she served as

COURTESY OF DE.MOCRATI
CUNDERGROUND.COM

currently a U.S. District

Judge for the Northern

graduated from Case Western Reserve

District of Ohio. O’Malley could not be

University School of Law in 1982. She

reached for comment.
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Senate Unanimously Passes Division Housing Amendment
BY LILI MARTINEZ
Staff Writer

assistant dean of students for hous

vote — were nines: they feel good

Board of Division Housing. “The

ments will be opened up to inde

ing and residential life: “I met with

moving forward, they’re excited and

proposal was referred to the Board

pendent students than in past years.

the women on Sunday afternoon

they think this is the right decision,”

it as it was written five months

“Seven of the eight will go into the

After months of debate, the

and told them about the Board

she said. “It has been a fast process,

ago and I don’t think the sorori

lottery system. They will be first-

Board of Division Housing, re

recommendation. I asked what

the word was rushed, but rushed in a

ties were aware that the question

come, first-serve in terms of the

cently created by Campus Senate,

they thought about it. Some of

good way, because the Campus Sen

of location was even on the table:

lottery and I think that will make

passed a resolution last week to

them were a little shocked that the

ate, the Board of Division Housing

they thought they were getting an

independent students very happy

grant sororities on campus divi

Acland [Apartments] were not what

and the students recognize that this

up or down on permanency in the

because those Aclands are prime

sion housing starting next year.

the Board recommended. I told

is a really important decision and

Aclands and they didn’t realize they

spaces: they have kitchens, parking,

With this decision, a discussion

them that the Board recommended

everyone wants them to be able to

could get shuffled off to the historic

they’re close to Peirce, close to the

that began at the beginning of

that they live in the housing down

move forward to next year and not

dorms.”

KAC and close to classes.”

this year, when the sororities

South, in the histories, and I’d say

put off this forward progress that’s

first submitted their proposal to

that at the end of that hour half

happening.”

Campus Senate, came to a close.

of them were looking at this as a

Sororities were granted division

real positive opportunity, but they

housing by a nearly unanimous

needed to talk about it more and

vote of the Board, and in a sur

Although the decision was

Dugas emphasized the monu

made over only a week, sorority

mental nature of the decision made

Independent representative to

members have expressed excitement

last week. “It’s huge, considering

Campus Senate Gavin McGimpsey

about the decision. Casey McKone

that division housing was first talk

T 1 said, “It was a pretty rushed de

T 1 ofTheta Delta Phi said: “We’re

ed about in 1906. It’s monumental.

process it some more.” She said that

cision and I at least have since been

happy about it. It’s exciting and

I hope that although we’re moving

prising decision, the Board voted

the majority of the representatives

made aware of things that I would

something new, and not having to

forward quickly, that people are

to house sororities in the three

from the sororities felt favorably

have liked to have considered before

reapply for themed housing is going

taking a moment to take a breath

historic dorms on South Campus:

about the decision, voting nines on

that decision is made.” He said that

to be good. We’re very optimistic.”

and really understand that this is a
huge moment for Kenyon College,

Old Kenyon, Hanna and Leonard

a scale of one to ten of satisfaction

it seemed odd that the sororities

If the sororities end up living

Residence Halls.

with the decision. “Four out of the

weren’t able to present their pro

in division housing next year, Dugas

a huge moment for women and for

six — two from each sorority got to

posal in front of the newly formed

said, more of the Acland Apart

students.”

According to Alicia Dugas,

Huang Brings Bookstore Changes

Tk y

yy

•

I

iNews Briers

MiddleGround Accepts K-Card
On March 20, in an abrupt
reversal of their previous policy,

COURTESY OF JIM HUANG

BY AUGUST STEIGMEYER
News Editor

Some employees at Middle-

Ground began accepting K-

Ground commented that the

Cards. Chief Business Officer

new system took some getting

Mark Kohlman said: “Right

used to but seemed popular

before spring break, the owners

with customers. “The system

of MiddleGround and the VI

went down for a little while, but

signed up for the program. I had

it’s been doing okay,” said Beth

sent them all the information

Elder, the manager. “It does take

about two weeks prior to spring

a lot longer than just swiping a

break.” He said he was unsure

credit card: you have to put in

cally show you that and then at

will become some of the last

the end you have to put in the

businesses in Gambier to ac

authorization number. It’s very

cept the K-Card. Already the

easy, very self-explanatory, but it

Kenyon College Bookstore, the

does take some getting used to.”

Village Market, the Kenyon

Employee Elisabeth Hoffmann

Inn and Xtraction Cafe at the

TO said only, “There are a lot of
buttons to press!”

[multimedia] these days because of

Kenyon Athletic Center accept

people to look at the Bookstore’s Face-

the prominence of Internet down

the K-Card, along with vending

book page, according to Huang: (The

loads,” he said. One possibility he is

A drawing for a free bicycle on

words needed to fill out the entry form

working on is bringing in DVDs and

were available only there.)“It’s part of

CDs by Kenyon alumni. “We got this

a series of promotional tactics new

our expanding the online presence of

wonderful Kenyon authors’ section...

Bookstore Manager Jim Huang

the store,” Huang said. “It’s one of the

but none of the performing arts are

hopes will increase student interest

first things that we knew needed to be

represented.”

in the Kenyon College Bookstore.

done. Facebook was the easiest thing to

the amounts, it doesn’t automati

The VI and MiddleGround

a “blatant gimmick” to get Kenyon

Tuesday, March 30, was the first of

Olin Library.

the Village Inn and Middle-

what changed their mind.

Megan Wilhelm TO claims her new bike.

machines in Gund Commons and

—Lili Martinez

Campus Construction Update
With warmer weather

said. There was some erosion
when workers began seeding

One recent change to the Book

beginning, construction on
the new art history building

the lot last fall, but it was con
fined to a lower ditch, Lepley

said. “We’ll be able to pick up

store was the removal of all magazines,

is picking up speed. “We’re

drawing, said she has been borrow

Huang said he is planning on start

which, according to Huang, was not

hoping to make up for sopie

ing her friends’ bikes ever since she

ing Bookstore e-mails about arrivals

the staff’s choice. Many of the distrib

more of the time that we lost

the eroded material and put it

arrived at Kenyon and has wanted

and promotions, but does not have any

utors that have served the College for

in January and February,” Di

Megan Wilhelm TO, who won the

get up and running quickly.”

a bike of her own for the past two

immediate plans in that area. He said

years are no longer willing to come this

rector of Facilities Planning

back where it belongs.”
The College is still in the

years. “I figured that I might as well

his goal right now is to “meet more of

far, according to Huang. “What was

Tom Lepley said. Workers have

planning stages of its North

give the drawing a shot,” she said. “I

the community” and get a sense ofwhat

left was a selection that really nobody

poured much of the concrete

Campus housing project, Lep

never expected to win.

people want from the Bookstore.

was happy with; it wasn’t the range of

in the basement and are mak

ley said. “We’ve been doing

“I think it was a great promo

More author visits are on Huang’s

magazines we wanted,” he said. “The

ing preparations to fill the hole

some site preparations and will

tion for the Bookstore,” Wilhelm

list, but right now “not all the depart

ments are aware of what we can do to

sales weren’t justifying the space any
more. We know people looked at them

at the back of the site within

said. “When I told my friends about

begin [construction] in June,
probably.” Lepley said the goal

winning a bike, everyone knew it was

support an author visit here,” he said.

here but nobody was really buying

finish erecting the rest of the

is to have three to four units,

the one in the Bookstore. Clearly,

He is trying to get the word out and

them.”The magazine section is “dead

steel. According to Lepley, if

which will house a total of 40

the promotion was well-known

let them know that the Bookstore

and gone” unless things change on the

workers stay on schedule, the

students, complete by the fall of

around campus and several people

is capable of supporting an author

distribution front, Huang said.

building will open in the fall

2011. According to Lepley, the

even gave me a friendly hard time

visit. On Wednesday, March 31, the

The Bookstore recently pur

of 2011.

project will eventually result in

for winning because they had also

Bookstore hosted Steven Markley,

chased new shelves from a Borders

Workers will also be seed

21 new buildings, but timing

participated in the drawing.

author ofPublish This Book, for its first

that was going out of business and

ing Ernst lot over the next four

for completion of the project

author visit.

Huang is using them to “give a better

days, according to Lepley. “We

want to get it seeded as early

remains unpredictable because
it will rely on the success of

fundraising.

“The bike is beautiful, and I am

the next week. They will then

so excited to be a frequent visitor on

Huang said he has considered sell

display for the books” by moving them

the Gap Trail this spring,” Wilhelm

ing multimedia products in the store

to the front of the store. “We wanted

as possible to help it to survive

said.

but is still deciding if that is economi
cally feasible. “It’s very difficult to sell

books to have a more prominent posi

over the summer months,” he

The bike was mainly used as

tion,” he said.

—Marika Garland
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Gaby: Friends and Family
Remember a Loved One
replacing Diana’s name with Gaby’s: ‘“the

From page 1

News

Google Mail Replaces Webmail
BY AUGUST STEIGMEYER .
News Editor

unique, the complex, the extraordinary,

“They’re both fine, but Google Mail is
definitely easier,” she said. “ It seems more

organized.”

with notes and mementos from her

the irreplaceable life of Gaby, whose

The official Kenyon College e-mail

• “I think the shift is a great improve

friends and father and Tibetan Buddhist

beauty both internal and external will

service will be shifting from Webmail to

ment,” said Jacob Shanley TO, who also

beads blessed by the Dalai Lama. From all

never be extinguished from our lives.’ It’s

Google Apps Mail and all students will

made the switch. “Google Mail provides

over the United States and from abroad,

really true,” he said.

be required to sign up for the new system.

a lot more features and is less clunky

According to Director of Information

than the old Webmail client. Not only

Remembering Gaby

Resources Joseph Murphy, over 80 other

do people get more reliable service, but

Gaby’s many friends flew in to New York

to attend her funeral. “They poured in,

they wanted to look at every inch of her

But Kenyon will not soon forget

colleges and universities have already

they can now personalize their account

room, they wanted every detail ofwhere

Gaby Lampert. “She will be missed,” said

made the switch to Google Apps, and

settings easily.”

she was,” he said. “They loved her, so

Simon Szybist T3.

“they largely report very positive experi

The decision to switch to Google

According to President 's. Georgia

ences, so there is a large group of peers

Mail was made, in part, because it is

to describe the loss.

Nugent, as with any

for us to learn from — we’re not out on

more cost-effective. “LBIS spends over

None Religions all

student who dies

the bleeding edge.”

have some perspec

while enrolled at

deeply as did I - there really are no words

There are several advantages of the

$ 15,000 a year licensing mail and calen
daring software, and we maintain nine

tive on it. None of

Kenyon, Gaby will

new mail system, including an increased

mail servers which must be replaced on

them are too use

be entided to receive

mailbox size quota of7.4 GB and grow

a regular cycle. Adopting Google Apps

ful to me. We have

an honorary degree

ing, while Webmail has a quota of only

will greatly reduce those costs,” Murphy

to just accept that

in 2013, the year she

97.66 MB. Also, most students will have

said. “We also saw that the time LBIS

there are things

would have gradu

a mailbox 70 times larger than their cur

staff spends maintaining and fixing the

that we cannot ex

ated.

rent account. The Google Docs feature

mail servers could be instead spent im

makes it possible for student groups

proving other network services.”

plain, Things that

According to

happen that are

Dean of Students

to collaborate on group projects with

Google Mail is part of Google

terrible. We can’t

Hank Toutain, the

Web-based tools for team projects and

Apps Web-based services available to

invoke some high

Counseling Center

special interest groups. With 1 GB offile

businesses and education customers.

er explanation.

helped to arrange a

storage capacity, Google Docs also gives

Google Apps provides businesses or

gathering on March

students another place besides their H:

education institutions the ability to

22 at Weaver Cot

drive to store school files. Google’s excel

choose to offer certain Google services

tage to “celebrate her life.” The next night,

lent spam filtering means less junk mail

with administrative customization to

their customers.

“Since her

COURTESY OF II.IANA PREVOST

passing they have

really been amazing with me,” he said.
“Other than my very closest core of

Counseling held a smaller gathering for

in your inbox and individual control of

friends I’m extremely tight with, I’d say

people who wanted to talk more. “The

messages identified as spam.

“We understand how important
these services are to everyone at Ken
yon,” said Jared Hoffman, LBIS systems

that equal to them has been the support

College is discussing a memorial for

“Webmail was fiinctioningfine,but

and comfort of my daughters friends.

Gabrielle, possibly in the form of a tree

we are concerned that development and

or a bench, although nothing has been

updates are not proceeding as often as we

manager. “If a technical issue does arise,

absolutely decided yet,” said Toutain.

prefer,” Murphy said. “In addition, we

we will work with Google’s enterprise
support team to fix the problem.”

They write me emails, they call and ask

me how I’m doing, they have stories to

“I really am very grateful to your

heard from many users that they would

Dr. Lampert recalls watching Prin

school for the way you have handled this,”

be more satisfied with a mail interface

In order to switch to the new system,

cess Diana’s funeral on television with

said Dr. Lampert. “The way they treated

that was faster, sleeker and more versatile

students can go to the Helpline desk dur

six-year-old Gaby. He said that the final

us was with tremendous grace and respect.

— essentially more like Gmail.”

paragraph of Charles’s eulogy for Diana

They sensed the profundity of this loss.”

tell me about her.”

reminds him of Gaby. In an interview

with the Collegian, he read that paragraph,

—Additional reporting by Lili Mar

tinez and August Steigmeyer

------- Village Record--------

Kassi Chappell ’ 12 was a Webmail

ing normal operating hours or stop by the

LBIS table in Peirce this Thursday and

user and one ofthe first Kenyon students

Fridayfrom 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. All

to make the switch to Google Mail.

you will need isyour Kenyon ID.

Fast Facts
• E-mail messages and folders
are just being moved to a new
account. Your e-mail address
won’t change.
• If students are already
forwarding to another
account, you can still do that
but you will have to transfer
to Google Apps mail and
then activate the forwarding
option.
• The maximum attachment
size is 20 GB, but you can
share larger files through
Google docs.
• Google mail includes a chat
service but does not invite
people at Kenyon until they
have migrated from Webmail.
• Google Docs allows multiple
people to edit the same
document at the same time.
• Do not expect the same level
of text styling in Google Docs
as other apps such as Word.
If you want to use more style
options, copy and paste your
document into Word.
• Go to Mbis.kenyon.edu/
googleapps\ for project
homepage and more
information.
• To access your new account,
go to \mymail.kenyon.edu\.
• Come by the Helpline desk
during normal operating hours
to sign up.

Prayer and Meditation Center Opens

March 2—March 28

March 2,2:38 a.m. — Theft ofCollege property in Peirce Hall.
March 4,3:26 p.m. — Theft ofCollege property in the Bookstore.
March 6,3:00 a.m. — Vandalism in Old Kenyon Residence Hall east wing on
the fourth floor.

BY AUGUST STEIGMEYER
News Editor

In an effort to provide prayer

Church as a quiet space students

CPMC. The event was well-attend

could use without going fully into

ed, with “a fair number of students

the church. This space was rarely

that [came] to ... the Zen medita

used, according to Bergeson.

tion hour,” Bergeson said. “We were

March 6,3:10 a.m. — Sapling destroyed in front ofTimberlake House.
March 6,4:00 a.m. — Medical call: ill student. Director on duty transported

space for students of all religious

The BSRL then began looking

backgrounds, Kenyon’s Board

for more options, asking students

“The BSRL is intended to be

student to Knox County Hospital.

of Spiritual and Religious Life

and administrative officials about

a support system for students as

March 6,3:30 p.m. — Alcohol confiscated in Old Kenyon Residence Hall.
March 7,9:55 a.m. — Vandalism in New Apartments: fire extinguisher expelled.
March 7,6:08 p.m. — Vandalism in Norton Residence Hall on second floor,

(BSRL) created the College Prayer

what spaces were available on cam

they pursue spiritual and religious

and Meditation Center (CPMC).

pus and which ones would best suit

activities in spiritual life,” Berge

Located in the old barbershop

their needs. “In terms of location,

son said. “We primarily do that

east end.

beneath the Village Inn, the center

we were thinking specifically of

through supporting the religious

March 8,7:13 p.m. — Theft ofCollege property in the Bookstore.
March 11,1:30 a.m. — Suspicious person outside of the Bookstore. Person tried

came out of necessity, according

Muslim students as they have five

and spiritual organizations that are

to Jeffrey Bergeson, Director of

times a day of prayer, throughout

already on campus.” The BSRL has

really excited about that.

to gain access to locked Bookstore. Trespass letter was issued.

the BSRL and Campus Ministry

the day,” Bergeson said. “By and

no intentions of creating spiritual

March 12,2:12 a.m. — Vandalism in KAC: broken window in weight room.
March 15,4:19 a.m. — Medical call: illness in Morgan Apartments. Coach

Staff, CCO.

large, those who are trying to

groups on campus, but rather works

“The Church of the Holy

practice according to their beliefs

to help students with what they are

transported student to Knox County Hospital.

Spirit on campus is a beautiful,

were finding it difficult to run back

already doing. Much of this help is

March 22,2:03 p.m. — Medical call: injury in Bolton Dance Studio. Injured
student transported to Health Center, later transported to Knox County

fantastic space ... but we found

to their dorm ... so we wanted to

financial. “Any group that wants to

that unless you’re a Christian, you

find something that was a more

do a spiritual or religious activity

central place.”

on campus but that the Business

Hospital.

might not be comfortable going

March 23,5:50 p.m. — Medical call: injured student on lacrosse field. Squad

into the church ... to pursue the

When the barbershop moved,

and Finance Committee (BFC) is

contacted, no transport.

religious activity you’re trying to

the BSRL decided that the space

not able to provide funds for, the

March 24,12:36 a.m. — Medical call: injured student outside Gund Residence

do,” Bergeson said. “Right now

would work well as a prayer center.

BSRL can help,” Bergeson said.

Hall. No transport.

Christians have the chapel ... Jew

The CPMC contains one large

The BSRL is planning on

March 25,9:33 p.m. — Power outage Tree down on power line Fire

ish students on campus have Hillel

room for meetings, a smaller room

putting bookshelves in the prayer

department on scene
March 26,10:09 p.m. — Alcohol violation in Norton Residence Hall. College

house ... but what about the Bud

with a door, set aside specifically

center for any spiritual items that

dhists? What about the Muslims?

for quiet prayer, and a restroom.

will help foster prayer.

student report taken.

What about anyone else? There’s

Bergeson said he has been talking

Each month a different campus

March 26,11:53 p.m. — Underage consumption of alcohol at Old Kenyon

no real central space for that. Many

primarily with Muslim students,

religious group will be in charge of

Residence Hall.

campuses have an inter-faith cha

since there is no specific Muslim

making sure that the Center has

March 27,2:19 a.m. — Assault in Norton Residence Hall: non-student

pel: Kenyon didn’t.”

everything it needs.

Two years ago, the BSRL

group on campus, to ascertain how
best to design the center.

purchased a few religious items for

The BSRL held a Day of

Meditation Center is open 9:00

non-Christian faiths and set them

Prayer and Meditation on March

up in the outer entryway of the

27 as a way of promoting the

a.m. through 9:00 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

reported an attempted sexual assault Sheriff report taken.

March 28,12:40 a.m. — Suspicious persons on campus in Gund Commons.
Three persons issued trespass letters.

The College Prayer and
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Spring Break: Lessons in Farming, Snowshoeing and Mugging

For spring break I spent a week in each London and Dublin while I visited

When asked to write about our spring break trip, we tried unsuccessfully to find one representative anecdote of our

friends who are studying abroad. This story comes from my latter week in Dublin.

recent travels fn Ribera, New Mexico. WWOOF (World Wide Opportunities on Organic Farms) is a program intended for

It was two days before St. Patrick’s Day, making it one of the busiest and most

inexperienced workers interested in organic fanning to exchange hours oftheir service for food and lodging. After eliminating

tourist-filled times of the year for Dublin. I was crossing dre River Liffey in the

firms that prided themselves on polyamorous connections or all -raw vegan diets, we found ourselves at the Dragonfly/Infinity

middle ofthe day on what I now know is called the Liffey Bridge, or more com

monly referred to as the Ha’Penny Bridge. I did some research and discovered that

farms forty minutes outside out of Santa Fe.

Over the next two weeks we worked in die greenhouses, wrestled wolfish creatures and met a variety ofcharacters who

27,000 pedestrians used this bridge on an average day in Dublin in 2001 - I’m

were unexpected presences in the New Mexican desert, including an estranged Lsraeli pop musician and an ex-carnival worker

not giving too much away in saying that this is a bad place ifyou want to execute

who lived on a rock firm. Our hosts themselves were wonderfully gracious, providing us with homeopathic remedies and stories

a successful mugging. When I reached the center of the bridge I pulled out my

of the youthful bohemia to which they still clung. If you have a deep-seated passion for arugula, horse manure, delinquent

camera and started taking pictures ofthe just downriver O’Connell Bridge. My

chickens and/or sweeping barren mesas, perhaps WWOOFING is the wild spring break you’ve been waiting for.

gift shop bag from the National Gallery of Ireland was wrapped around my left
wrist while I was taking pictures; there was no doubt that I was a tourist.

—Ellen Gaglione ’13, Fred Hill ’13 and Hannah Kingsley-Ma ’13

When I put the camera in my pocket, an Irishman came up to me and said,
“I have men planted on both sides ofthe bridge watching us." He gestured towards

both ends and continued, “give me your wallet and your money.” Shocked by
The Kenyon College Outdoors Club

the situation, I responded, “Excuse me?” He repeated impatiently, “I have men

hosted a snowshoeing expedition in the

planted on both sides of the bridge watching us - give me your wallet and your

White Mountains of New Hampshire for

money.” I looked around and noticed that no one was near us on the bridge. I

those who desired more snow and freezing

repeated, “Excuse me?” He said something like, “Give me your money now.” At

temperatures over break. Fourteen intrepid

this point I realized that if I kept saying, “Excuse me?” the mugger might think

mountaineers braved the snowy slopes,

that I didn’t speak English and give up. I said in a less American sounding accent,

marching ever onward through verdant ev

“Excuse me?” He said, “Give me your money.” I repeated again, “Excuse me?”

ergreens and across frozen lakes to hole up in

He said, “ You don’t speak English ?” I said, “Excuse me ?” He acted out the mo

lonely cabins tended by grizzled caretakers.

tions ofme giving him my wallet and my money and said slower, “Give me your

Through sheer force of will, the explorers

money.” I said, “Excuse me?” People started coming closer to us on the bridge.

braved a week ofdesolate wilderness. Then

The defeated mugger said, “Nevermind” and waved me off I repeated, “Excuse

on the last night, everyone got roaringdmnk

me ?” as I gave him a confused look and then went on my way.

and completely naked. Haha. Just kidding,

—Evan Weiss 11

that last part didn’t happen.

—Aaron Zaremsky ’10

Photos courtesy of the writers.

Liz Foreman & Noble Jones
Directors of Admissions

Carmen King
Fine Arts Librarian
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What is the most
malleable metal?

What type oftree is
Kenyons “Upside Down

Fac/Staff

... .......

'L'kA '

Copper

Weeping Birch

Buckeye

Gold

Lead

Gold

Weeping Elm

Mulberry

Weeping Beech

>

—

What event is referenced
in the lyrics “the day the
music died”from the
song “American Pie”?

The plane crash

The plane crash of Buddy
Holly

The plane crash of the guy The day Lennon was shot.
who sang “La Bamba”

The plane crash of |
Buddy Holly, Richie
Valent and the aBig

’Em

..................... inn......... ........................................ -

What is the smallest
country in the world in
terms ofarea?

Total Correct

Vatican City
One

Lesotho

Monaco

Two

Two

Vatican City

Zero

By Lavra Goehrke
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Class Clowns: Professors Celebrate April Fool’s Day
The Kenyon Collegian
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BY NATALIE SHUTLER
StaffWriter

Features

2008, Hillary Clinton challenged

paths with the same bow-legged

When the Jamaican returned for a

Barack Obama to a winner-takes-

man. The young boy points and

second beer, the bartender could

all “bowl-off,” joking that the two

exclaims:

The precise origins of April

candidates would best be able

“‘Forsooth! What manner of

not hold his concern to himself
anymore. So he said to him,‘Sorry

it happens.”

Jay Corrigan, Associate
Professor of Economics

Fool’s Day are unknown, but its

to determine the victor of the

men are these

about your brother.’ With a look of

traditions are often attributed to

Democratic nomination through

That wear their testes amid

surprise, the Jamaican responded,

Corrigan, who was born on

medieval festivals known for car

a bowling match, according to

parentheses?’”

‘My brother?’ ‘I could not help

April Fool’s Day, plays a trick on

noticing that you only purchased

his students each April 1, e-mailing

one beer,’ the bartender retorted.

them to say that he has decided to

nival-like celebrations and jocund

CBS News. In 2005, NASA sent

revelry. April Fool’s Day is still

out a press release of a photograph

characterized by comic behavior,

that showed water on Mars. The

but it often takes the form of

photograph was of a glass of water

simple pranks and harmless jokes.

perched on a Mars candy bar.

Ennis Edmonds, Associate
Professor of Religious Studies

‘So I just assumed...’ ‘Oh, that!’

make the upcoming midterm exam

smiled the Jamaican. ‘No, man, my

comprehensive. He writes: “It will

“A Jamaican guy walked into

brother is fine. I went to a Seventh

cover everything we’ve discussed

Pranks can range from Whoopee

In honor of April Fool’s Day

a bar in Florida and ordered two

Day Adventist revival last week and

in class up to this point, as well

Cushions strategically placed

2010, Kenyon professors were

beers. He then sat down at a table

got converted. This beer is for my

as everything that I expect you

under sofa pillows to Saran Wrap

asked to share their favorite jokes

in the corner and leisurely con

brother. I don’t drink anymore. ”

to have learned in Principles of

stretched over toilet seats, but

and give some insight into what

sumed the bottles of brew. When

the commercial and professional

makes them laugh on this annual

he returned to the bar to order

worlds pick up on April Fool’s jokes

day of pranks.

two more, the bartender said to

Microeconomics. You can down

Sarah Blick, Associate
Professor of Art History

topics here: http://economics.
kenyon.edu/corrigan/econ 102/

him, ‘There is no need to order

in a more public sense. BMW an

load a summary of those Econ 101

101 topics/.”

two at a time. If you just signal

“Disclaimer: My husband

me, I can take you another at any

hates this joke, but I still think

The link he sends redirects

time. In fact, it will be fresher and

it’s funny even after all of these

to Wikipedia’s April Fool’s Day

“One fine Sunday afternoon,

better if I just open one at a time.’

in Victorian England, a mother

years...
“What happened to the girl

article. Corrigan adds, “Most stu

The Jamaican insisted on having

Canine Repellent Alloy Protection
(CRAP), which is guaranteed to

and father were out for a stroll with

two beers for each order, explain

who ate firecrackers?

and so only feel a few seconds of

their young son. They happened

ing that one was for him and the

prevent any dog from relieving it
self on the car[s],” according to the

upon a bow-legged man. The little

other for his brother in Canada.

boy pointed and shouted, ‘Look at

He further explained that they

BMW Education Programme. The

that bow-legged bastard!’ Horri

had made a pact before leaving

fast-food chain Burger King ran

fied, the parents quickly enlisted

Jamaica that they would ‘meet’ in

an advertisement on April Fool’s

a tutor, who happened to love

this fashion every Friday evening to

Rhodes submitted a pithy

Shakespeare, to teach the young

have a drink. After doing this for

Woody Allen quote as his favorite

boy to speak properly.

quite a while, the Jamaican came in

joke, taken from Allen’s best-selling

book Without Feathers (1975):

nually advertises false innovations,

Judy Smith,

such as “Marquee-Wipers” that

Professor of English

keep the exterior “BMW” logo
on the cars looking perpetually

shiny, and a revolutionary coating,

Day in 1998 that publicized new

left-handed” Whoppers so that

Her hair came out in bangs!”

dents immediately follow the link
panic. Others, though, are so ter
rified that they can’t find the nerve

Royal Rhodes,
Professor of Religious Studies

to look at the ‘additional’ exam

topics. They spend hours cursing

me before a classmate tells them it

there would be “fewer condiment

“On another fine Sunday

one evening and ordered only one

spills for left-handed hamburger

afternoon, about a year later, they

beer, which the bartender served

“It’s not that I am afraid to die,

lovers.” On April Fool’s Day in

are taking another stroll and cross

with a look of concern on his face.

I just don’t want to be there when

was all a joke. Very funny.”

A special thanks to the pro

fessors who were kind (and brave)
enough to submit their jokes for

the article.

Style Profile: Getting Thrifty with Sally Wilson
BY BEN MCMILLAN
StaffWriter

TKC-. What are your inspira
tions ?

SW: Well, every girl should

SW: I go everywhere. When

professional, work clothes, you

lived next to a bunch of outlet

you have things in mind, that’s

get new things. But with the sum

stores, which were really great. My

when you go the department

mer coming up, thrifted clothes

wardrobe is really made up of new

stores. When you’re shopping for

work really well. Last summer I

things and old things. The thing

Perennially upbeat and welldressed, Sally Wilson ’12 seemed

get Vogue. You know what the

about thrifted clothes is that it was

an obvious choice for a style

trends are. I think it’s really im

worn by someone previously and

profile. Wilson is an avid thrifter,

portant to know what culture

it meant something to someone.

says and then make it your own.

That cycling of trends and fashion

After having worked in a bead

Also, getting dressed with an

shop with her sister last sum

other girl is so much fun. You get

statements is so interesting. Some
how these pieces from the ’80s and

mer in North Carolina, Wilson
picked up the craft. “It’s pretty

more than just your opinion on

’90s have made it back into the

an outfit. My friends, my sister,

mainstream.

much a hobby for old ladies,”

my mom, whomever I’m with,

and also makes her own jewelry..

Wilson joked. “But you can

I like to collaborate with them.

TKC-. You already said you

make a ton of stuff. It’s so fun.”

Kenyon’s a really great place to see

read Vogue. Do you consider your

That same sense of ingenuity

interesting outfits. It’s nice to be

self a follower of fashion?

and a do-it-yourself attitude have

somewhere where people like to

definitely influenced Wilson’s

wear what they want to and are

clothing choices.

SW: Oh, I hope not. I hope
I ’m not a follower of designers. I

accepted for it.

appreciate them, but I don’t think

TKC-. Do you think it is dif

The Kenyon Collegian-. How
would you describe your style?

ficult to find good clothing in

I follow them. When people see

rural Ohio?

things in stores, they fail to see the

Sally Wilson: I don’t want

SW: I just went to Chicago,

I find impressive: seeing a piece of

to look like anyone else. I want
something unique. That’s the first

where I’ll be living this summer,

clothing go from beginning to end

and there’s definitely a benefit to

and then worn on someone. It’s

thing I think about when I shop

living in a city. As far as shopping

really interesting how one piece of

and put on clothes. I think it s fun

goes here, you have the department

clothing can look really different

artistic expression. That’s the part

when you put things together in a

stores and major brands in Easton

on different women. It’s great how

way that’s unexpected. If you get

and whatnot, but they’re catering

all of your clothing from J.Crew,

to an Ohio demographic. Stores

women can interpret one piece in
multiple ways. Self-expression is

you’re bound to see people in

in Chicago cater to a more urban

really important.

your clothing. The unexpected

demographic. It’s definitely harder

and unique are important aspects
of dressing. In high school I was
really conscious of brands, but

stores and Goodwill always have
great things. After I moved on

now I try to be brand-blind. I

from being really brand-conscious,

SW: I wear what makes me
feel good. That’s what should be

just look to sec what I like, and

Goodwill was a good place for me

the driving force, not what brand

I get what 1 like. I dress in a way
that reflects how I feel. You can

to go.

always tell what my mood is by

TKC-. Where do you like to
shop?

how I’m dressed.

to find good things here. But thrift

TKC. Any closing thoughts?

it is or where it’s from, but what
makes you feel confident and good.

Fashion is designed to make people
BEN MCMILLAN

feel their best.
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Senate Finds Core of Division

Redefine
Student-Info,
but Welcome
Creativity

dents have been unhappy that some

this community, and one that greatly

Greeks get access to better housing

benefits from and relies on com

and don’t have to participate in the

munal housing. The Peeps shouldn’t

lottery. Greek women in sororities

have had to seek the approval of the

have been upset that Greek men are

Greeks to get their division back, and

entitled to division when they are

the Greeks shouldn’t have been put

Editors-in-Chief

not. In these pages, it has been argued

in the position of having to publicly

Sarah Friedman

that Greek, male control of division

approve every organization to which

The second-most heated all

Kali Greff

housing and of south dorm lounges

the College grants long-term hous

stu war of the year started pop

News Editor

BY DANIEL STREICHER
Guest Columnist

has created an environment in which

ing. Thanks to the Senate, now they

ping up in Kenyon inboxes across

men have almost complete control

won’t have to.

campus only two nights ago, and

over the “drinking scene” at Kenyon

The Senate’s solution represents

the student population already has

Student government at Kenyon

— control that one individual argued

an understanding and appreciation of

splintered into more camps than

August Steigmeyer

Features Editors

has long had a poor reputation. Most

put women at great risk of sexual as

what Greek organizations can bring

we can count. The event preceding

Susannah Cruder

students are apathetic about what

sault. In opening division up to any

to the College as well as what non-

this “debate” was the sending of

Phoebe Hillemann

their Student Council and Senate reps

organization that proves itself worthy,

Greek organizations could achieve

a student-info e-mail with a link

do, if they believe that their reps do

the Senate has done more to resolve

given similar opportunities. Previ

to a sexually charged (but

Opinions Editor

anything in the first place. This apathy

these issues than any forum or day

ously, the criteria for division hous

Irene Wilburn

is reflected in the fact that each year,

of awareness could and for that, it

ing were that an organization must

>

video a student made and

numerous posts are left uncontested

deserves to be commended.

be Greek and that it must have had

o
X3

put up on YouTube.com.

not inappropriate) music

We won’t dwell on the
2> ^* specifics of the video; they
already have been hashed

A&E Editor

in student government elections.

Last year, before bowing to

division housing for a very long time.

Bob Dorff

Yesterday, though, student govern

pressure from the administration,

The Senate has reshaped those criteria

ment proved its worth by announcing

Greek Council voted to deny division

so that they reflect the actual value of

Sports Editor

the “passage of a Division Housing

housing to the Peeps. The Council

division housing — division provides

Nate Oldach

statute,” which is, from what I’ve seen,

itself is only partially to blame for its

opportunities for bonding, an impor

an excellent piece of legislation and a

decision. The real problem was that

tant space for the exclusive use of the

Design Editors

significant milestone for this campus.

the division housing power structure

group and most importantly, continu

question of what belongs

Erin Mershon

It also demonstrates what student

was one that gave an unreasonable

ity for organizations that have proven

on a public forum such as

Peyton Ward

representatives have the potential to

degree of control to Greeks and un

its value to the campus in the past. In

offer this school. The new housing

reasonably favored their values. Many

doing so, Senate has proven their own

There are so few limits on

over relentlessly on allstu.

What is at the heart of

.
fc

this controversy is the

student-info.

Business Manager

policy corrects many, if not all, of

on the Council felt uncomfortable

value to the campus, and the value of

student-infos that it is difficult to

James Austin

the problems created by our division

granting division housing to an orga

student government as a whole.

really define what is appropriate.

housing system — problems that have

nization that had, in the past, openly

The Senate’s achievement in

Maybe some students don’t want

been at the root of Kenyons biggest

touted its “anti-Greek” status and

solving this problem is one that il

to support fellow students’ artistic

and most divisive controversies.

ChiefCopy Editor

continued, they felt, to fail to uphold

lustrates the potential of student

ventures. But does everyone really

The division housing system has

Greek values. Regardless of whether

government at Kenyon and will

want to learn about changes to the

Photography Editor

long been a source of tension among

the Peeps deserved to be Greek or

hopefully inspire not only greater

regular pool hours? Will students

Paul Reed

Kenyon students in and out of the

not, the fact is that they have always

appreciation, but great involvement

who didn’t want to apply to be a

Greek community. Independent stu-

been an organization of some value to

in its institutions.

sexual misconduct advisor after

Mara Pottersmith

reading the first three student-

News Assistant
Marika Garland

Copy Editors
Nate Oldach, Libby Panhorst,

Abby Scribner

Letter to the Editor: Israel Not an Apartheid State

calling? “Student-info” should

controlled by “militant nationalists who

provost’s comments in Fortnightly,

be reserved for information only,

perpetuate the occupation of Palestine.”

where he said, “If the Palestinians have

but sometimes the information

letter on Israel (“Letter to the Editor:

The truth is that in 2000, and again in

experienced injustice, and I believe

comes in unnecessary overload.

Investment Is Irrelevant,” March 4) is

2008, the Israeli government offered

they have, the idea that they’re the

If links only some students might

only ones who have lived injustice,

be interested in are inappropri

Editor:

Paul Doughertys propagandistic

infos suddenly decide it’s their

full of untruths. False above all is the

the Palestinians a state in the West Bank

John Elliott

implication that boycotting Israel is like

and Gaza, including almost all pre-1967

this is wrong,” than by the kind of hate

ate for student-info, then a lot

P.F. Kluge

boycotting apartheid South Africa. The

territory and offering compensation

propaganda that Mr. Dougherty’s letter

of what regularly goes out on

exemplifies.

student-info is inappropriate. We

Faculty Advisors

Advertising and Subscriptions
Advertisers should contact James Austin for
current rates and further information via e-mail
at kcollegian@gmail.com . All materials should be
sent to Business Manager, The Kenyon Collegian,
P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022.
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon Collegian
ate available for $40. Checks should be made
payable to The Kenyon Collegian and directed to
the Business Manager.

Arab citizens of Israel have civil rights,

for the tiny fraction not included. The

elect members of parliament and have

Palestinians turned down both offers

full and very frequently successful access

without making counteroffers.

to the courts. They have far more civil

As a community we would do

rights in Israel than Palestinians do in

better to be guided by the spirit of the

The opinions page is a space for
members of the community to discuss
issues relevant to the campus and the
world at large. The opinions expressed
on this page belong only to the writer.
Columns and letters to the editors do not
reflect the opinions of the Collegian staff.
All members of the commuity are welcome
to express opinions through a letter to the
editor.
The Kenyon Collegian reserves the
right to edit all letters submitted for length
and clarity. The Collegian cannot accept
anonymous or psendonymous letters.
Letters must be signed by individuals, not
organizations, and must be 200 words or
less. Letters must also be received no later
than the Tuesday prior to publication. The
Kenyon Collegian prints as many letters
as possible each week subject to space,
interest and appropriateness. Members of
the editorial board reserve the right to reject
any submission. The views expressed in
the paper do not necesassarily reflect the
views of Kenyon College.

should be greater restrictions on

Fred Baumann

student-infos. For starters, only

Professor of Political Science

one student-info per topic/event/
reminder should be permitted to

Hamas-run Gaza, in the Fatah-run

West Bank or almost anywhere in the
Arab world. Similarly, he complains

about Israeli checkpoints in the West
Bank, but doesn’t tell you that they are

there to keep suicide bombers out of
Office: Room 314 Peirce Tower
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian,
Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH.
43022.
E-mail address: collegian@kenyon.edu
Internet address: www.kenyoncollegian.com

at the Collegian believe that there

Sincerely,

Israel. Finally, he claims that Israel is

--------------- Correction---------------In March 4’s Gambier Grillin’, we mistakenly reported that Texas is the
only U.S. state that used to be a republic. In fact, Vermont, California and

Hawaii also operated as republics. The Collegian apologizes for its error and
retroactively grants a Gambier Grillin’ point to Forde Kay and Jon Sarlin.

go out per day.

That said, Kenyon should be
a place where students feel free to

express themselves, and just as no
one should send unnecessary an
nouncements or links via a forum

intended solely for information,
no one should be deterred from
expressing themselves on the com

pletely voluntary venue of allstu.

(This week’s incident began by an
accusation of abuse of student-info,
but it quickly turned into a bashing

of the video itself.) As one student

so accurately stated on allstu, a
self-choreographed, self-produced

music video is the epitome of “lib

eral arts.” A student’s politically
subversive poem or a photograph
of an overtly sexual sculpture also

meet this definition, and creative
types should feel welcome in and

celebrated by their college com
munity. We should support brave

self-expression, proud that it is a

Circle of Fife

byproduct of a Kenyon education

and social experience.
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Forced Healthcare Harms Economy

BY ROHAN OBERAI
Guest Columnist

FACE
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OPINIONS

All Americans Need Healthcare

OFF

will harm the economy by slowing

those who don’t want to get health

experts (nominated by the president,

the growth of private businesses. The

insurance. By far the larger group,

confirmed by the Senate) to do the

mandates within the healthcare bills

those who can’t get health insurance,

dirty work for them.

will also dramatically increase costs for

are often those with pre-existing con

The bill raises taxes. Yes, yes, it

all companies, which will lead to more

ditions. Health insurance companies

absolutely does. But before you grab

people being unemployed. AT&T,

deny them or charge them extremely

fistfuls of your hard-earned money

for example, will have an additional

high premiums for coverage. The

and clutch them protectively to your

billion dollars in healthcare costs

reform bill will prevent insurance

chest, let me explain the kind of taxes

because of adjustments to Medicaid

companies from denying coverage

levied by the reform. First, insurance

and Medicare. This will lead to cutting

based on pre-existing conditions and

companies will be taxed for offering

severely limit the amount they can

plans that cost over $27,500. This

charge. And for those people who

is the oft-discussed “Cadillac Tax,”

of benefits and likely layoffs of AT&T

employees. AT&T is not the only

BY HANNAH PAGE-SALISBURY
Guest Columnist

The Patient Protection and Af

company enduring these problems,

The health care reform legisla

are very sick and very poor, the gov

so named because only the priciest,

fordable Care Act and the Health

and it is likely to spread to even small

tion Congress passed on March 26 is

ernment will provide an emergency

glitziest plans are in danger of being

Care and Education Reconciliation

business owners who employ most of

intended to restructure the way that

option.

taxed. The tax will encourage insur

Act of 2010 were signed into law

the people in the United States.

the health insurance industry works.

It seems clear that people who

ance companies to provide a variety

of plans that are high-end without

last week, and they compose the big

The second major issue of the

Right now, insurance companies have

want insurance should be able to

gest change in healthcare reform in

healthcare bills is the infringement it

all the power. They decide how much

get it. What proves a slightly stickier

being gluttonous. The legislation also

decades. Many liberals see it as the

has upon civil liberties. The individual

to charge (a lot), whom to provide

argument is requiring coverage for

expands already-existing Medicare

dawning of a new era of government,

mandate states that everyone needs

taxes to include unearned income

to buy healthcare, and if they refuse

coverage to (the wealthiest, healthiest
people they can find) and when it is

those who staunchly prefer to remain

moving one step closer to socialized

uninsured. Here’s the thing, though:

and slaps new taxes on unhealthy

medicine. Conservatives see it as the

to then they are to be fined. This is

acceptable to drop a longtime-pay

inevitably, some jerk 20-something

behavior, like indoor tanning.

unyielding expansion of government

coercion by the government to try to

ing customer (typically when said

is going to decide that, because he is

The other concern I’ve heard

that will harm the nation in the long

force people to buy healthcare in order

customer gets really sick and needs

young and healthy, he would prefer to

from conservatives is that the bill will

run. The healthcare bills will further

to help reduce insurance premiums. It

health insurance the most). Those

spend his money on lattes and leather

devote funding to controversial pur

damage the U.S. economy, infringe

appears to make sense that by having

who don’t have health insurance

jackets, and purchase insurance only

chases: abortion, coverage for illegal

upon civil liberties, and further po

more healthy people paying for insur

— either because they can’t afford it,

when he is old and sick and needs it.

immigrants, condoms. However, the

larize the American political process.

ance that the risk analysis will spread

don’t want it or can’t find a company

But then that jerk 20-something is go

final bill is incredibly conservative in

The possible good that could come

and therefore reduce premiums. In a

who will sell them a policy — end up

ing to get in a motorcycle accident, or

terms of what federal funding will be

from this healthcare legislation is far

nation that prides itself on individual

suffering from curable conditions,

need to have his stomach pumped, or

spent on. In addition to assurances

outweighed by the harm it will inflict

liberty this type of legislation appears

crowding emergency rooms and dy

come down with swine flu, and then

within the legislation that govern

on the American people.

to betray the very word liberty. It may

ing needlessly. The system as it exists

he is going to require our tax dollars

ment funds will be kept entirely

The first major issue is the harm

be better for healthy people to buy

now is broken. The reform legislation

to cover his emergency room costs.

separate from anything related to

the bills will have on the U.S. economy.

insurance, but one cannot force them

seeks to fix the system in a couple

People do get sick and injured, and

abortion, President Obama issued

First, the healthcare bills will increase

to do what is perceived as the right

key ways.

the entire U.S. population should not

an executive order assuring the same

the deficit by $562 billion, according

thing. In a liberal democratic society,

The reform dictates a higher

have to pay for someone else’s blithe

thing. Illegal immigrants will not

to former Congressional Budget Of

one must try to convince people to

level of transparency throughout the

refusal to prepare for the inevitable.

only receive no federal subsidies for

fice (CBO) director Douglas Holtz-

do the right thing, not force it down

insuring process. Currently, many of

Understandably, a lot of people

insurance, they will be barred from

Eakin. President Barack Obama and

their throats.

us who are insured have no idea how

are concerned that these reforms

purchasing insurance at all, even if

the CBO say that the bills will cost

The third major issue concerns

high health insurance costs really

will cost the government money

they pay entirely out of pocket. And

$950 billion but will reduce the deficit

abortion in the healthcare bills.

are. Much of the monthly premium

that it simply does not have. The

the bill actually increases funding for

by $ 138 billion. How can people arrive

Obama tried to persuade the pro-life

is absorbed by the insured’s employer

nonpartisan Congressional Budget

abstinence-only education, a sneaky

at these two very different conclusions

Democrats to vote in favor of the bills

(“absorbed” as in, the money is taken

Office, however, estimates that the

ad-on by Senator Orrin Hatch (R-

when adding up the numbers? The

by stating he will issue an executive

out of your paycheck without you

bill will reduce the federal deficit by

Utah). Simply put, this bill is going to

CBO did not analyze all financial

order that will continue to bar federal

knowing it). New laws will mean that

$143 billion over the first ten years

fund health insurance for those who

need it. That’s it.

aspects of the bill. There are a num

funds to be used for abortions. Many

employees are better informed about

and $ 1.2 trillion over the second ten

ber of provisions in Congressional

people may see this compromise as

what kind of coverage they have and

years. This seems counterintuitive,

We tried privatized insurance; it

discretionary funds and various other

fair. The language in the healthcare

how much it costs. Informed custom

but the legislation has in fact been

didn’t work. Premiums were through

off-the-book government activities

bills, however, is pro-choice, and the

ers are essential: right now, insurance

constructed to bring in more money

the roof, many people couldn’t af

that the CBO does not take into

only thing holding federal funds from

companies have little to no incentive

than it will spend.

account. In other words, Democrats

being used to provide abortions is the

to offer quality coverage at a low cost

Most significantly in my mind,

ford even basic health insurance, and

even some of those who could afford

moved the costs of the bill into funds

presidential executive order, and the

because people aren’t comparison

the bill will reel in Medicare spend

it were denied coverage because of

that the CBO does not take into ac

president can rescind the executive

shopping (with the exception of the

ing. Previously, lawmakers had pas

pre-existing conditions (for example,

count when crunching the numbers

order at any time. It can be rescinded

really sick, who will be denied cover

sively allowed Medicare to become

being a woman). I understand an

in order to hide the true economic

by a different president down the line

age anyway).

an infamous example of poorly su

inclination towards smaller govern

cost of the bills. In terms of the first

or it be rescinded before Obama leaves

The legislation also guarantees

pervised government interference

ment. Personally, though, I expect

decade, the Democrats’ underhanded

office. Obama betrayed his promise

coverage to those who need it. Ac

in the private sector, because cutting

my government to take an active role

political move distorted the numbers

of a robust conscience clause in the

cording to the Census Bureau, 47

costs would have meant disappoint

in protecting its citizens, be it against

to suggest that the bill will save rather

healthcare bills that would allow doc

million Americans are currently with

ing constituents and risking losing

violent foreign enemies or greedy
domestic conglomerates. I believe in

than cost money. Most of the taxes the

tors, Catholic hospitals and so forth

out health insurance. That number is

elections. But the healthcare reform

bill implements were put in the first

to follow their conscience and not

made up of two main groups: those

bill Congress passed institutes a new

a government that takes care of its

decade of the bill, therefore putting a

provide abortion services if it went

who can’t get health insurance, and

15-member panel of independent

citizens. This legislation does that.

large amount of the revenue in the first

against their moral or religious beliefs.

decade. This offsets the costs of the bill

The only thing that prevents forcing

within the first decade, giving it the

Catholic hospitals to provide abortion

appearance of reducing costs.
One should also consider the rap
id increase of costs of healthcare. The

Space Lion Cavalry by Jack McKean

services is the presidents executive

order, which can be overturned at

his whim.

government is not reducing the cost

The healthcare bills have a few

of healthcare, but is taking on more of

good aspects to it in terms of reform

those expenses. Therefore more people

ing the health insurance industry.

will be provided healthcare, which is

The bills in their totality, however, do

becoming more expensive by the day,

more harm than good, to the country

and the government will have to foot

economically and socially. Healthcare

the bill for many of these individuals.

reform may be a grand idea, but a step

Common sense says that the deficit

toward socialized medicine is not the

will increase, because cost of spending

solution. Now is not the time to focus

will increase. The government will in

on healthcare when we have a war to

crease taxes on the rich to help pay for

finish in Afghanistan, a deficit that

the costs of healthcare, but they can

could make your head spin, a public

not increase taxes to receive enough

education system that’s falling apart

revenue to offset the costs. These taxes

and an economy that is still sick.
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Opinions The Kenyon Collegian
Domhoff Ignored the Facts Art Supports Women

BY ALEXANDER VARIANO
Guest Columnist

Nerney all have heavy private sector

wag its finger disapprovingly at the

backgrounds. Obama’s staffers have

“Anglo Saxon” financial model, but

lobbied on behalf of the American

[in 2008] average bank leverage was

Vaginas at Horn Raise Awareness

Petroleoum Institute, British Petro

four times higher in Germany than in

Vagina Monologue focuses its

leum, Freddie Mac, Wal-Mart, phar

the United States.”

attention on the Democratic Re

maceutical companies and, of course,

Also, if regulation is key to finan

public of the Congo. Since 1996,

the banking sector. In fact, Obama’s

cial health, why do banks, the most

sexual violence against women

campaign was financed largely by

closely policed economic entities,

and girls in the eastern part of the

both the institutions — Goldman

have the biggest problems during the

DRC has been used as a weapon

Sachs, Citigroup.JP Morgan Chase,

recession, while essentially unregu

of war, and since the conflict

UBS and Morgan Stanley collectively

lated hedge funds pulled through in

began, hundreds of thousands of

splendid fashion?

women and girls have been raped,

donated millions more to Obama

To hear Bill Domhoff tell it,

than they did to John McCain — and

Mr. Domhoff went on to make

America is ruled by the “large income-

the individual “fat cat bankers” that

smaller debatable claims, among

producing properties” maintained by

he deplores in the media.

them that George W. Bush was anti

BY ALICIA JOHNSTON &
LAUREN GUICHENEAU
Guest Columnists

endured sexual slavery and been

forced into prostitution. Ten
percent of the proceeds from the

play go to support the building of

the “corporate rich” who have “cap

As for Mr. Domhoff s problem

feminist (he liberated women in the

tured” regulatory agencies, financed

with government officials having a

Middle East from harsh Islamic rule

We see millions of images

campaigns and usurped power from

background in the very sector they are

under the Taliban and Saddam Hus

of women in all types of media,

of Joy for the survivors of sexual

labor unions.

supposed to regulate, it begs the ques

sein), that Franklin Roosevelt’s Home

and the female body is frequently

violence in Bukavu, DRC. The

a special facility called The City

If there is an argument to be

tion: should the president appoint a

Ownership Loan Corporation made

sexualized and objectified. Yet

City of Joy will support the

made with this thesis, Mr. Domhoff

surgeon to oversee investment banks,

money (on average the HOLC in

the vagina itself remains taboo.

healing of women survivors of

is certainly not authoring it. His

or a firefighter to make recommenda

curred losses equivalent to one third

The only time most women (and

sexual violence and will provide

lecture in the KAC’s Kahler Theater

tions on monetary policy? There are

of the mortgage value) and that the

men) see vulvas and vaginas is in

them with opportunities to de

on March 24 was ideologically under

ample controls in place (disclosure,

rich alone caused the Great Depres

pornography, which puts forth a

velop their leadership. The rest

pinned and selectively substantiated,

securities liquidation, blind trusts

sion (many historians and economists

skewed image of how they should

of the proceeds go to New Direc

but his most damning blunder was a

and the like) to prevent conflicts of

contend that Herbert Hoover, the

look.

Many girls and women

tions, Knox County’s domestic

misunderstanding of key historical

interest, and though no system is 100

Federal Reserve and FDR greatly

grow up believing their vulvas

abuse shelter located in Mount

facts and statistical data.

percent foolproof, I think we would

exacerbated a market correction into

are the wrong color, deformed in

Vernon. This year, The Vagina

all prefer industries to be overseen by

a recession, and in turn into a depres

shape and much too hairy. “The

Monologues at Kenyon raised

people who know them well.

sion). These claims are contestable,

Vagina Prologues” art exhibit

$775 that will go toward these

His two-hour lecture was filled
with fascinating, if tangential, asides,

and as such, to parse all of his finer

Mr. Domhoff linked the recent

but the overarching theme that runs

in the Horn Gallery intends to

points would be long and boring. I

economic recession to right-wing

through all of Mr. Domhoff’s claims

celebrate female sexuality and,

causes.
We hope that the Kenyon

will surely omit some of the broader

ers who “deregulated everything

is a harsh treatment of these issues as

of course, the vagina. Members

community will continue to show

context of his argument, but some

— every little kind of thing you can

clearly black and white; this is rarely

of the Kenyon community were

its support and work toward a

of his stressed talking points merit

think of.” They also “starved agencies”

the case. There are always multiple

asked to anonymously submit

world without sexual violence

closer examination, and it is these I

such as the Occupational Safety and

ways to interpret hard facts and cold

pictures to be part of the ex

by being involved in upcoming

will try to explain. Indeed, I feel like

Health Administration “to death,”

data, but one must first understand

hibit. Displaying real pictures

events for Take Back the Night,

a mosquito at a nudist beach: I almost

and heeded corporate desires for

these facts and data before shaping

of real vulvas helps show the

which will be the week of April

don’t know where to begin.

more dangerous working conditions.

them into a more cohesive argu

diversity of shapes and sizes and

11-17. To help with the week

“Total corporate dominance,”

This second claim could not be fur

ment. Mr. Domhoff did not do this,

works to empower women to see

and the carnival, contact tbtn@

he said, has been achieved because

ther from the truth: under George W.

nor did he address the complexity of

their own bodies as normal and

kenyon.edu.

the “corporate rich” have “defeated

Bush, OSHA’s budget increased from

these topics.

beautiful. So many people, both

labor unions.” The Bush administra

$426 million to $502 million, but far

For Kenyon students to accept

women and men, who went to

tion had, according to Mr. Domhoff,

more impressively, OSH A more than

at face value his claims that the “cor

the exhibit commented on how

“more corporate background than

doubled its workplace safety training

porate rich” have dominated labor

they did not realize that vaginas

any other” administration and, in

program. Workplace injuries and

unions to enable manipulation of the

could be so different and unique.

turn, most regulatory agencies were

illnesses are down 21 percent from

government and that blame for eco

“The Vagina Prologues” were

stocked with former corporate em

2002, and the rate of workplace fa

nomic downturn and reprehensible

associated with the play The Va

ployees who had much expertise in

talities declined 14 percent after Bush

working conditions can be placed

gina Monologues, which was per

those fields, implying a conflict of

took office — a record low. The larger

squarely on a conservative elite is

formed last weekend. The pur

interest or even downright corrup

Department of Labor has increased

to deny themselves a true education

pose of The Vagina Monologues,

tion.

compensation for unfair worker treat

about the important issues we face

besides celebration of women’s

The first problem with this

ment by 170 percent since 2001 and

today. Real students must undertake a

bodies and sexuality, is to raise

picture is that unions are alive and

has recovered more than three times

more probing historical investigation

awareness about violence against

powerful in America today. 7 he

as many unjustly withheld wages for

of the issues he raises.

women and girls. This year, The

United Auto Workers had significant

three times as many workers in that

input in the bankruptcy restructuring

same time period.

of the “big three” automakers. The

Harvard professor Niall Fer

Service Employees International

guson identifies the problem’s with

Union — representing 2.2 million

Domhoff’s thinking on deregulation

workers in health care, the public sec

as threefold:

Letter to the Editor: Trays Are a Choice
Ladies and gentlemen of the

Collegian-.

tracted to work this hard and is
compensated accordingly. What’s
more, by invoking the idea of

tor and property services — donated

“First, deregulation began quite

$85 million to Democrats for the

a while ago (the Depository Institu

Your editorial regarding

2008 election season, $60 million

tions Deregulation and Monetary

Trayless Tuesday (“Triumph of

a sleeping giant: it implies that

of which went to now-President

Control Act was passed in 1980).

Trayless- Tuesday”, March 4) was

students eat too much, a danger

Barack Obama, who has invited

If deregulation is to blame for the

good-spirited but had misguided

ous message to send to women

SEIU president Andy Stern to the

substantiation. You praise how

(not to mention that Kenyon stu

White House 30 times in the last

recession that began in December
2007, presumably it should also get

“painless” this “minor behavioral

dents on the whole seem fit and

year. The New Yorker recently exposed

some of the credit for the intervening

modification” is and condemn

appropriately nourished). If the

the United Federation of Teachers’

growth. Second, the much greater

trays as “plainly wasteful.” I’d say

profound community benefits are

“rubber room” system in New York

financial regulation of the 1970s

that’s hardly axiomatic. Of course

so obvious, then wouldn’t most

City, where public school employees

failed to prevent the United States

we can reduce our waste if we

students already know to go tray

collect full benefits (six-figure salaries,

from suffering not only double-digit

forgo essential dining parapher

less? You need not remove them

pensions, summer vacations) while

inflation in that decade but also a

nalia; in fact, did you know that

— the enlightened can leave them

suspended from duty for improper

recession (between 1973 and 1975)

if you ate only two meals a day you

untouched. Then my careless and

conduct or incompetence until their

every bit as severe and protracted

could reduce your consumption

selfish type can still overeat and

charges are resolved, a usually endless

as the one we’re in now. Third, the

by as much as a third? I’m all for

waste food to our hearts’ content.

process.
The second problem is that

continental Europeans — who sup

efficiency and moderation, but

After all, I’m ostensibly in the

posedly have much better-regulated

minority here.

Obama’s administration seems to
have just as much “corporate influ

financial sectors than the United

trays are a non-negotiable part
of an institutional meal plan.

States — have even worse problems

Removing them might “reduce”

ence” as George W. Bush’s: 7 imothy

in their banking sector than we do.

an already heavy workload for

Geithner, Paul Volcker and Jim Mc-

The German government likes to

AVI workers, but AVI is con-

weight loss, you needlessly wake

Yours sincerely,
Alexander Variano ’13

By Brigitte Kemp

J
Recipe for Subversion: Add Bread and Puppets
Thursday, April 1,2010
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a public presence must inform others

of these destructive processes that can

become all too easily accepted. With
awareness can come prevention.
Another story that highlighted

the theater group’s creativity involved
the economy, which was characterized

as a weighdifter. The economy had to
deadlift a weight labeled with military
spending and corporation welfare. After
a minute or tun of hilarious straining,

the economy collapsed — literally. A
fitness program a la Richard Simmons

came out from behind the curtain to
give the economy a boost. This “stimu

lus package” led the economy through

a strict regime of “loosening budgets”
and other exercises, eventually resulting
in the economy lifting its great weight.
After a while, though, the economy
struggled; it shifted the weight onto

another actor dressed in a baby’s bonnet
and gown. This figure, Future Genera

tions, was easily flattened with a great
“Agh!” and dragged off stage.

When the show concluded, the
audience was appropriately greeted
with fresh bread and a delicious garlic
spread that was, as could be surmised,

intentionally subversive too. A poster
for sale among the art sold was a stylistic

BY ANDREW EBNER
Staff Writer
A packed audience certainly

The performance itselfwas a blend

around them.

businessmen pulled a cardboard bomb

print ofagarlic plant in bright, prominent
colors, under the words “High Risk.” The

of music, acting, clever costuming and

Another segment involved the per

out of their suit jackets and placed it

especially comedy. The show turned rev

son ification ofa mountain as a man with

in the mountains overall pocket, the

message Bread and Puppet Theater most

erent, though, when one performance

both a massive face and a pair ofoveralls.

mountain’s head flew into the air and

vividly seems to proclaim is that ofrisking

represents interest; one look over the

contemplated fallen American soldiers

For extra height, the mountain stood

the businessmen pulled a moneybag

resistance, then resisting complacency,

huddled mob in the Horn Gallery this

with melodious four-part harmony. In

on a tin washbasin. Businessmen with a

out of the discarded shell. This is obvi

resisting ignorance, resisting brutality,

past Friday, Mar. 26, at 8:30 p.m. could

a similar fashion, vocals were brought

coal meter frantically searched for coal,

ously an allegory for the all-too-relevant

resisting greed, resisting exploitation and

have convinced anyone that something

to bear when four actors came out as

eventually arriving at the mountain.

issue of mountaintop-removal mining,

so on. The list goes on, but this is no

exci ting was about to happen. It began

a sheep choir; it isn’t a stretch to call

The businessmen — who, it should be

mentioned in the coal mining awareness

cause to think that such concepts should

with Bread and Puppets bus arriving

the actors’ satirized targets “sheeple.”

mentioned, were wearing incredibly

pamphlets circulating Peirce Hall this

indeed “go on.” In such a time of rapid

on campus, and soon resulted in enor

Other segments involved the influence

detailed and devilish papier-mache

week. What was most meaningful was

change it is important that we are open

mous puppet statues rising up around
the Horn Gallery. Bread and Puppet

of money on our culture, especially the

faces — employed a variety ofmethods.

the wall of hands and fists that blocked

to such messages; the figures lampooned

strange disconnect that is being con

One was a bulldozer, which was eas

the businessmen from escaping with any

in the group’s show are not too far from

is a political theater group based in

trolled by a free market. The subversive

ily swatted away by the mountain; the

profit. The subversive message, although

reality, and the sooner we realize this,

Vermont that follows an admirable

art presented by the theater was above

same happened with TNT. When the

perhaps not subtle, is no less meaningful:

the better.

philosophy of cheap art. The Horn

all art: it was beautiful in many respects,

hosted an open puppet-making session

it inspired further contemplation and it

in the afternoon, at which about 30

had sincere messages beneath die large

people learned the major principle of

puppet props and music used.

--------- ■

KFS Preview ------------

cheap art: making art doesn’t need to

The music was a fantastic mixture

cost money. Newspaper crumpled with
tape-made faces, corn starch heated

of accordion, brass and drums, all

with water turned into glue, paper

circus. The especially wonderful aspect

bags were shredded for papier-mache,

of the performance was its fluidity. As

and suddenly cheap puppets were

other actors went through costume

This movie was groundbreaking when it first was released, tackling a difficult subject in a way that is both

formed from materials one could find

changes, a few would remain behind to

whimsical and tragic. Roberto Benigni plays Guido Orefice, an Italian Jew who is taken to a concentra

EUROPEAN FILM WEEK
(ATTENDING THESE SCREENINGS WILL MAKE YOU MORE SOPHISTICATED)

instruments one could imagine in a

Friday, Apr. 2, Life is Beautiful — from Italy

in the trash. The puppets could be as

entertain with energetic musical inter

tion camp with his son, Joshua. To shield his son from the horrors of their situation, Guido pretends that

subversive as one wished: one example

ludes. Members of the Hom staffwere

the whole thing is a game, using his imagination to escape to another, less horrific, world. The film won

the group showed us was a puppet in

invited as special guests, often holding

the Grand Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival and took home three Academy Awards, including Best

a business suit getting chomped on by

props and signs while the actors per

Foreign Language Film and Best Actor for Benigni, who famously climbed over people in the audience

a shark. The best part? A handle in

formed their carefully choreographed

instead of using the aisle on his way to the stage — check it out on YouTube.com. As director, Benigni

the puppets suit made its arms wave

dances. In one particularly amazing seg

became only the second person to direct himself in an Oscar-winning performance, the first being Lau

frantically.

ment, the theater used stilts to represent

rence Olivier in Hamlet. Life is Beautiful is also one of only eight foreign language films to be nominated

two larger-than-life businessmen, but

for Best Picture.

By nightfall, the actors were truly
showing off their own creations, and

\tith a catch — they were missing both

showing off is used in the best sense

of their heads. A huge, grotesque head

of the term. The group really put on a

would appear behind the center-stage

show. This reporter was lucky enough

curtain, and the two stilted figures

This film, directed by Jean-Pierre Jeunet (better known for directing Amelie} is simultaneously one of

to make it inside — there wasn’t

would chase after it. Here we see the

the most tragic movie stories put forth in recent years and one of the most beautiful to watch. (It was

enough floor space to accommodate

amazing acting — how do you walk on

nominated at the Academy Awards for both Art Direction and Cinematography.) Audrey Tautou (also of

the campus’s curiosity. Hugging the

stilts in the Hom ? — and deeper mean

Amelie fame ... and maybe she was in The DaVinci Code, but we won’t hold it against her) plays Mathilde,

Saturday, Apr. 3, A Very Long Engagement — from France

Hom’s walls were not only Kenyon stu

ings — the concept of businessmen

who is searching for her fiance who supposedly died in World War I. Refusing to believe he is dead, on a

dents and members of the community,

lacking true faces. One stilted actor

quest to find him, Mathilde pieces together clues that she gathers from the family members of her fiance’s

but numerous pieces of art from the

accidentally hit a swinging light while

fellow soldiers. It is a beautiful story of love, war and everything else in between. Also starring Jodie Fos

Bread and Puppet Theater Press. Many

frantically moving around and played

ter and Marion Cotillard, as well as many other fantastic French character actors, including Dominique

beautiful prints featured messages such

the hit off very well, pantomiming
surprise (perhaps genuinely?). All the

Pinon, Jean-Claude Dreyfus and Julie Depardieu, to name a few.

as “Resist” juxtaposed with flowers,
vegetables and other natural imagery.

little effects the theater group brought

So, come join us at the KAC Theater at 7:30 p.m. this Friday and Saturday to view these wonderful films.

One prominent piece of art clashed

to the performance highlighted their

Screenings are open to anyone and are completely free.

overhead planes with the words, “Not

confidence, attention to detail and

in our name and with our money.”

deeper moral concern for the world

—Miles Purinton
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Doing the “Time Warp” Yet Again, Rocky Horror Hits the Hill
“What’s great is that Rocky

said. While the play is a musical,

Horror isn’t in and of itself a great

there is nothing here that should

show; it’s really short and bizarre,

deter the musical-phobic. “ I’m

the movie bombed and it’s kind of

not a huge musical person but I

cheesey, but unlike other plays it is

love this show because it’s a rock

an experience,” said Brendan Dief-

opera. It’s not Oklahoma!” Dief-

fenbach TO, who plays one of the

fenbach said.

Phantoms. The ways in which the

music is one of its most famous

play acts as an “experience” are nu

elements, especially due to the

merous and mostly stem from the

popular music success of the song

production’s rabid cult following.

“The Time Warp.” “It’s a spectacle

“ Most of the dialogue in the show

that’s kind of like a concert,” Dief-

is not actually in the show, it’s stuff

fenbach said.

that people shout at the show, such

For those wondering if an

as sarcastic comments, cursing and

experience like Rocky Horror is

sexual innuendoes,” Dieflenbach

for them, Dieffenbach has some

said. The phrases that the audience

advice: “Whether you like the

shouts are called “callbacks” and

show or not, you’re going to have

the .cast makes it clear that Rocky

a lot of fun. You’re going to come

Horror newcomers will not be left

out and say ‘That was definitely

out of the fun. The show will begin

the most interesting thing I’ve

with a quick lesson on callbacks

seen this weekend’,” he said.

.so that everyone can participate.
As the show’s director, Jonathan

Similarly, Meyers said he believes

Meyers ’ 10 said, “It’s not every day

entertaining. “We’ve added a lot

that you are allowed to verbally

of Kenyon-specific references to

that this show will be particularly

barrage people in front of their

the show, so there will be some

faces without repercussions.”

very unique parts of this produc

tion,” he said. Lehn summed up

Flashmob also feels that it

The cast of Rocky Horror promises their performance will be unlike anything you have seen before.

BYBOBDORFF
Arts & Entertainment Editor

CHARLOTTE WOOLF

fans know that Rocky Horror began

up as their favorite characters.

as a 1973 stage musical. The musi

Although the Kenyon production

cal was greeted enthusiastically by

will not play to such ardent sup

This Friday and Saturday

both the press and audience, but

porters, the students involved are

April 2 and 3 Flashmob Theater

it was not until the film adapta

confident that their interpretation

will invade the Black Box with

tion bombed in theaters that the

will make many in the audience

its interpretation of Richard

production gained the cult status

realize what all the fuss is about.

O’Brien’s cult classic musical The

for which it is famous. In cities all

The play is full of cross-dressing

Rocky Horror Show. While most

over the world there are midnight

and sexually suggestive situations,

observers will more readily recog

productions of the musical and

but Nick Lehn ’13, who plays a

nize the 1975 film adaptation, The

screenings of the film attended

Phantom, said, “Fishnets are just

Rocky Horror Picture Show, true

by dedicated fans who often dress

the tip of the iceberg.”

Professors’ Pods: Academics’ Anthems
“I was born in the early ’70s,

Tracy Chapman, Indigo Girls,

so let’s face it — I dig this genre.

Sarah McLachlan, and, more cur

It strongly reminds me of my

rently, Aimee Mann and Missy

Although music may not

childhood. My father was an

Higgins.”

directly relate to her job as a

audiologist who loved acoustics,

professor of psychology, Paula

so we always had the best, most

Hootie & the Blowfish, “Only

Millin values music as an impor

modern stereo equipment avail

Wanna Be With You” on Cracked

tant part of her life. “My father,

able. Our house was always alive

Rear View

who has a beautiful voice, sang to

with music from as early as I can

my brother and me every night,

remember. This style of music

“When I had just started dat

mostly big band swing music,

reminds me of that great, carefree

ing my husband, we were driving

which I still love,” she said. With

time in my life.”

BY MILES PURINTON
Staff Writer

is filling a niche by putting up

Flashmob’s general opinion when

this style of production. “I am

he said, “It’s one of the only plays

a huge proponent of putting on

where you are actively involved, so

musicals at Kenyon,” Meyers

you can’t not have fun.”

Pod Profiles

I Andrew Woods ’ 10

Tess Hardcasde 10

I “Daisy”

“Sunday Bloody Sunday”
;

I Fang Island

U2

Why: “My comps are about

Why: “It rocks my socks off”

1

Northern Ireland.”

I

-......... .

,J

through downtown Keht, where
we went to college. At a stoplight,

a two-hour commute every day to

The production’s

Kenyon, she has plenty of time to

Dwight Yoakam, “Ain’t That

he jumped out of my car and ran

listen to music regularly.

Lonely Yet” on This Time

into a record store. He bought

4 x ,'w ?

*

me Hootie’s CD Cracked Rear

“Music is very emotionally
evocative for me,” she says. “Al

“Sometime during my high

View and we listened to it for

Madeline Gobbo’12

Sana Hirata ’13

most any type of music can move

school years I developed a taste

six months straight. I love every

“When I’m Gone”

“Bottle Up and Explode”

me.” This is evidenced by her

for twangy country music. This

song on the album, and it always

eclectic tastes in music, which

song epitomizes that style and

brings to mind that great time in

are displayed not only in her five

everything I love about it. It’s

my life. It also represents Top 40

Why: “I’m really into Eminem f
right now. I like how many words 1

picks, but in the artists she did

also a superbly empowering and

music generally, which I continue

hecansay.”

not include. “I have songs on my

defiant break-up song — what’s

to enjoy.”

iPod ranging from Ella Fitzger

not to like?”

she said. Millin’s other favorites

Tori Amos, “Tear in Your Hand”

include the Barenaked Ladies,

on Little Earthquakes

ABBA, “Summer Night City”
(Single Release)

I Eliot Smith

Why: “It’s soothing and good i
: homework music.”

1

........................................................... J
~--- ------- ---------------------

tiro” on Romanza

Whether students are working out at the KAC, poring over their

books at the library or chilling in their dorms, iPods are a part
“I love Italian opera, including

Dolly Parton, Shakira, Pat BenaChapman.

|

Andrea Bocelli, “Con Te Par-

ald to P. Diddy to Metallica,”

tar, Natalie Merchant and Tracy

I Eminem

of this campus. We decided to find out what you are listening to

“Probably my most consis

some of the newer ‘pop’ opera as well

on those little contraptions. As a recurring feature, we will ask

tent musical taste has been what I

as classic favorites like Caruso and

Kenyon students what they are listening to and why.

would call female alternative and

Pavarotti. This pleases my mother-in-

singer/songwriter music, includ

law, who recently traveled to Italy to

ing artists like 10,000 Maniacs,

visit the village of her ancestors.”

BY BOB DORFF, DESIGN BY DANIEL STREICHER
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Women’s Lacrosse Scores Fifth-Straight Victory Lords Tennis
Beats Bates
BY MELISSA HART
StaffWriter

der] on Sunday,” Buzzi said. The

Nichols was awarded the North

Buzzi said that while the team

game was close in the first half,

Coast Athletic Conference Player

prides itself on strong defense,

with the Ladies leading, 3-2. How

of the Week.

anchored by the force of goalie

The Kenyon Ladies lacrosse

ever, the Ladies managed to step it

Nichols is not the only first-

•Chase Kreuter TO, it also has some

BY MARK MOTHERAL
StaffWriter

team remains undefeated after

up in the second half, outscoring

year player who. has made impor

offensive threats.

it gained two victories this past

the Thunder, 10-6. The Ladies

tant contributions on the field this

fortunate with the number of goals

After suffering two tough losses

weekend. The Ladies, now 5-0,

outshot the Thunder by over 20

season, however. In fact, the new

we have been able to score and we

to Washington University in St.

defeated the Sewanee: the Univer

attempts for the game.

Louis and Emory University over

“We’ve been

comers have had a larger role than

have added designed plays able to

sity of the South Tigers as well as

According to Buzzi, the team

Buzzi said she had initially antici

break defenses,” Buzzi said.

the Trine University Thunder this

adjusted well in order to face the

pated. “They have been working

The Ladies’ undefeated status

yon Lords tennis team looked to re

past Saturday and Sunday.

spring break, the sixth-ranked Ken

Thunder. “We had to change the

extremely hard in practice and it’s

bodes well for them going into

bound against the 29th-ranked Bates

Emily Nichols T3 said the

style of our play Sunday, and I

showing how they’ve worked on

NCAC play, starting today, April

College Bobcats this past Saturday,

team is excited at such a strong

feel the players responded very

the game field,” Buzzi said. The

1, when the Ladies face Ohio

March 27. Despite the absence of

start to the season. “We have been

well and we came out with a win,”

Ladies have been an offense-ori

Wesleyan University, a team they

Tomas Piskacek ’ 10 due to illness, the

really successful and are going to

she said.

ented team, scoring at least ten

have not beaten in the past three

Lords managed to drub the Bobcats

keep working hard,” Nichols said.

The Ladies were led in scoring

goals in all of their games so far

years.

7- 2 and maintain their perfect home

Head Women’s Lacrosse

by Nichols with four goals. Leah

this season, including in their most

“We want to beat this team

Coach Meredith Buzzi said she

Sack T3 and Katrina Rennie ’ll

recent victory.

Sack attributed

and I think all of our players want

In doubles, the Lords featured

and the team feel good about how

followed Nichols with two goals

this strong offensive showing to

that,” Buzzi said. This test will

an adjusted lineup. Mike Greenberg

record in the process.

the season has started. “We faced a

apiece. So far this season, Nichols

having solid team defense. “Our

help to determine whether this

’ 10 and Charlie Brody ’ 10 played first

very challenging Sewanee team on

has been an offensive machine,

defense is strong and is providing

is the team that will finally break

doubles as usual, but Piskacek’s part

Saturday as well as a very physical

scoring 19 goals. For her perfor

[the team] with more offensive

through and win Kenyon’s first

ner, Jeremy Polster ’ll, was moved

team [the Trine University Thun

mance over the past three games,

opportunities],” Sack said.

NCAC crown under Buzzi.

Track Sets Personal Bests in Outdoor Season Opener
BY NATE OLDACH
Sports Editor

After a productive North Coast
Athletic Conference Indoor Track

a lot of [personal records] at that

NCAC this year.

to third doubles with Kevin Ye 13,

while the doubles team of William

VandenBerg ’ 10 and Paul Burgin ’ 13

was promoted from third doubles to

Gomez said he sees team potential

second doubles. In the early stages of

meet. In fact, close to one fourth of

On the men’s side, there were also

and feels that the Ladies will contend

doubles, all three of the Lords teams

the team who competed in the meet

several impressive performances. Pat

in the top five in the NCAC and the

started sluggishly ; Brody and Green

qualified for the All-Ohio meet later

Meyers T2 ran an outstanding 800-

Lords will finish somewhere in the

berg had a particularly poor start,

this season.”

meter race in which he placed 32nd

middle of the pack. As for what the

facing a 2-6 deficit in a short matter

team can work on in order to improve

of time. But the team made up for

& Field Championship at Denison

The Ladies’ highlights began

out of 78 runners in a time of 1:59.69,

University on March 6, in which the

with Lauren Metzger ’ll placing

a time that ranks him in the top five

upon their current standings, Gomez

their performance. VandenBerg and

Lords finished ninth and the Ladies

15th out of a field of 62 runners in

for the NCAC. Rob Carpenter TO

said, “Both teams work hard, their

Burgin outlasted their opponents

finished sixth, the two track teams

the 5,000-meter race with a time of

followed Meyers’s performance with

technique is good, but they really

8- 4 and Polster and Ye prevailed by

began the outdoor portion of their

18:17.02, fast enough to rank her

a 21st-place finish in the 3,000-meter

need to work on the mental aspect

a score of 8-5. Brody and Greenberg,

season on March 20 at the University

first overall in the NCAC. Next,

steeplechase. Finally, fresh off of his

of the sport.”

of North Carolina at Charlotte 49ers

Alexia Derkasch T3 turned in 32nd

All-Conference performance in the

The Lords and Ladies will next

comeback following their poor start.

Classic. Although the competition

and 36th place finishes in the 100-

pentathlon at the NCAC Champion

compete at the Jack Hazen Open

As Head Men’s Tennis Coach Scott

featured Division II and Division

and 200-meter dash, respectively.

ships, Andrew Borrasso TO finished

hosted by Malone University begin

Thielke put it, “we played well after

III teams, the Lords and Ladies both

Her times of 12.80 and 26.82 rank

29th in the 110-meter hurdles in a

ning at 11:00 a.tn. this Saturday, April

slow starts ... [but] Mike [Green

enjoyed outstanding performances
from several individuals. “We had a

her first in the 100-meter dash and

time of 17.91, good enough to place

3. According to Gomez, this meet is a

berg] and Charlie [Brody] started

second in the 200-meter dash for the

him in the top ten in the event for the

way for the team to know where they

their comeback too late.”

really good meet in Charlotte,” Head

NCAC this season. Finally, Liz Bailey

NCAC this season. “I’m proud of the

stand going forward. “Charlotte was

In singles play, the Lords con

Cross Country and Track and Field

T2 finished 11th in the 3,000-meter

team and how they transitioned from

a good start, but we need to use it as a

tinued to overwhelm the Bobcats

Coach Duane Gomez said. “We had

steeplechase in a time of 12:57.50 that

indoor to outdoor,” Gomez said.

starting point on which to improve,”

even with a thinned lineup. At first

a lot of solid performances and set

ranks as the fourth best time in the

Although it is early in the season,

on the other hand, failed to make a

singles, Greenberg played erratically

he said.

in the first set but found his game

The “Gus Johnson Awards” for the NCAA Final Four
BY JAMES ASIMES
Sports Columnist

and finished with a 4-6, 6-1,6-2 vic

tory. Polster continued his fine play
by winning comfortably at second

is clearly going to support local favorite

Annual Gus Johnson Awards, named

The “Climb the Mountain” Award

singles, one spot higher than what

he normally plays, 6-2, 6-4. Given

Butler University, the mid-major pro

after the easily excitable play-by-play an

Gordon Hayward

gram from the mostly ignored Horizon

nouncer from CBS. With a multitude

Forward (Butler)

On the heels of two of the most

League Conference that enrolls only

of memorable catch phrases, Johnson

exciting weekends in sports, and with

4,500 students — compared to fellow

has quietly become one of the premier

ficially at B.M.O.C. (Big Man on Cam

named the North Coast Athletic

the National Collegiate Division I

five-seed Michigan State University

announcers in America, and many fans,

pus) status after leading the underdog

Conference’s Player of the Week.

The Butler swingman is now of

Polster’s solid performance overall,
it comes as no surprise that he was

Basketball Champion about to be

with an enrollment of roughly 45,000.

including mySelf, were ecstatic that he

Bulldogs to the Final Four, upsetting

VandenBerg, Brody and Jake Mat

crowned — for those ofyou protesting

Butler also overcame the toughest path

was on hand to call the thrilling double

two powerhouse teams in Syracuse

thews T3 also contributed straight-

the slight of Division III Champion

to reach the finals, upsetting the top

overtime regional semi-final between

and Kansas State. Hayward was stel

University of Washington at Stephen’s

two seeds of the West region, Syracuse

Xavier University and Kansas State

set wins, leading to a final score of
lar in the regional semifinals, putting | 7-2.

Point, it was nearly two weeks ago, too
far in the past for extensive coverage

University and Kansas State University

University.

Syracuse in foul trouble early en route

With their win over Bates Col

in the regional semi-finals and finals,

to scoring 17 points to go along with

lege, the Lords improved their record

by the Collegian — March-and-early-

respectively.

(Disclaimer: All of the Gus John

five rebounds. Not to be outdone, he

to 8-5, with four of those wins com

April Madness will be concluding this

On the other side of the bracket, a

son Awards are directly inspired from

scored 22 points and had nine rebounds

ing against opponents ranked among

weekend. With 60 of 64 teams already

highly talented West Virginia Univer

actual phrases that were shouted by

against Kansas State to secure the trip to

the top 25 teams in the country.

eliminated, most in excitingfashion, the

sity squad remains the lone team from

Gus Johnson during an exciting per

the Final Four.

This Saturday, April 3, at 2:00 p.m.

Final Four is sure to include at least one

the Big East conference, upsetting the

formance.)

memorable ending.

very talented, top-seeded University

Kenyon will host the Johns Hop

The “I Get Buckets” Award

kins University Blue Jays, who will

The teams that have made it to

of Kentucky team to reach the Final

The “Rise and Fire” Award

Joe Mazzulla

provide the Lords with a far greater

Lucas Oil Stadium in Indianapolis,

Four from the East region. Facing West

Jacob Pullen

Guard (West Virginia)

challenge than the Bobcats did.

the site of the Final Four, offer nothing

Virginia will be the Blue Devils ofDuke

Guard (Kansas State)

short ofa plethora ofpotential enticing

University. Duke, the only number-

The undersized guard found

The most improbable of heroes

“Johns Hopkins University is a huge

brought the Mountaineers back to the

threat,” Thielke said. “They are eight

storylines. While the “expert” analysts

one seed remaining in the Final Four,

some late magic in his beard, sink

Final Four for the first time since 1957.

[in the country] and we are sixth.

have worn out the word “parity” the

is making its 11th appearance in the

ing two three-pointers in the second

Mazzulla, a back-up guard barely recov

They have played well all year and

past two weeks in reference to the

Final Four under Coach Krzyzewski.

overtime to finally vault Kansas State

ered from a shoulder injury, scored a

have a win over Carnegie [Mellon

equality of the teams in the tourna

Duke had arguably the easiest path to

over the Xavier Musketeers. Pul

career-high 17 points against Kentucky,

University].” When asked what his

ment, it still comes as a surprise to see
the Midwest and West regional brackets

the Final Four.

len scored 28 points on the night,

after averaging a miniscule 2.2 points

team’s keys to victory are against the

Before any attempt to predict a

sinking six of 12 three-pointers on

per game through the season. Mazzulla

Blue Jays, Thielke said, “Everyone

as decimated as they were, with two

national champion out of this Final

the night. His hot hand late against

had not scored in double digits all year,

must be ready and play well. [The

five-seeds surviving the slugfests. The

Four is made, it seems to be an ap

Xavier netted him the Rise and Fire

yet rose to the occasion, sinking baskets

Blue Jays] could easily beat us if we

hometown crowd in Indiana’s capital

propriate time to hand out the First

award.

to parry any potential comeback.

aren’t ready.”

Collegian Weekend Sports Picks
Lords Lacrosse
Saturday, April 3, at 1:00 p.m.
Kenyon hosts Wittenbrrg
University

Lords Baseball
Saturday, April 3, at 1:00 p.m.
Kenyon at Oberlin College

bflHLi
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Lords Swimming Breaks Margin of Victory Record
mingCoach Jim Steen. “Seventeen out of

BY NATE 0LDACH

our 18 swimmers scored, which is pretty
good for us, but the point margin can be

deceiving. This was a very good meet, but

Kenyon can continue to boast the

longest active dynasty of champions in

I feel that there were areas in which we

any sport at the collegiate or professional

could have done better. That’s the mark

level. On March 17, the Lords flew to

ofa great team, never being satisfied. You

the University of Minnesota to compete

can only hope to not give up the fight, as

in the four-day Division III National

once you achieve complete contentment

Collegiate Athletic Association Cham

there is no point in continuing.” Team

pionships and defend their crown for the

Co-Captain Lazarus added: “We aim to

31 st time. From the get-go, it was obvious

do something extraordinary every time

the team had no intention of releasing its

we go out to swim. Breaking the point

iron grip on the Division III swimming

margin was great but there is always room

world, as it swam straight to the top of

to improve.”

the standings with a team total of 173

These NCAA Championships

points, over 100 points clear ofits nearest

mark the end of great careers for senior

captains Borland, Carruthers, Hugue

competitor, Emory University, at die end
of the first day ofcompetition.
The team’s first-day success came on

the back ofsome landmark performances

AMELIA ARMSTRONG WEINMAN

The Lords celebrate their NCAA victory.
Though die team had a tremendous

nard, Lazarus, Jacob Shanley ’10 and
Withington. “Swimminghere at Kenyon

enough reason to celebrate, as the Lords

NCAA record in the event with a time

has really changed my life,” Lazarus said.

“I came in as a low recruit and here I am

lead going into day two, diey knew they

increased their lead to an insurmount

of2:55.56. This victory also completed a

12 showed the poise of a seasoned vet

had to continue to be competitive and

able 279.5-point lead over second-place

clean sweep of the relay events; this was

now settii lg records and winning national

eran, placing first in the 50-yard freestyle

win races. The very first event of the day

Emory University. The day’s success

the first time the team has accomplished

championships. What it has shown me is

race in the morning preliminary races

found the team ofMpitsos, Ohning, Turk

came on the back of several swimmers,

this feat since2004. Turk then went on to

that whatever anyone wants to do in lift-

and, in doing so, setting a new NCAA

and Somers setting a new NCAA record

including Lazarus, who took first place

win the 100-yard freestyle with a time of

can be achieved as long as that person is

from several individuals. Zachary Turk

record in the event with a time of 19.75.

in the 200-yard freestyle relay with a time

in die 100-yard breaststroke with a time

43.79 and in doing so finished one ofthe

willing to put in the work and determi

Turk later went on to take the event

of 1:19.05. Following his win, Mpitsos

of54.70. In the 200-yard butterfly event,

most impressive individual performances

nation.” The task to replace these great

title in the afternoon final with a time of

teamed up with David Lazarus ’ 10, With

the Lords saw Doug Huguenard ’ 10 and

in NCAA championship history by

leaders now begins, a task that Steen sees

19.99. Close behind was David Somers

ington and Carruthers in the 400-yard

Joseph Pysnik ’12 place fourth and fifth,

claiming his sixth tide of the meet. Ian

as nothing less than daunting. “They are

’ 12, who placed second in die event with a

medley relay, once again setting a new

respectively. Just one event later, Mpitsos

Bakk ’12 followed Turk’s performance

national champions and set NCAA re

time of20.08. Turk was just warming up,

NCAA record with a time of 3:15.48.

claimed fifth in the 100-yard backstroke.

by claiming first in the 200-yard breast

cords. We definitely cannot replace these
swimmers immediately,” he said. “They

however, as he teamed up with Michael

While these two relays highlighted the

Finally, to finish the day, Ian Stewart-

stroke with a time of 2:01.14. Lazarus

Mpitsos T1, Collin Ohning’l 1 and Nat

day, there were other events in which the

Bates and Turk teamed up with Blake

then swam the final race of his Kenyon

will serve as a goal for others to aspire to

Carruthers 10 in the 200-yard medley

Lords claimed top-four honors. In the

Preston 12 and Kegan Borland 10 to

career, claiming third in the 200-yard

eventually become. This year, as a senior

relay, taking the team’s first relay victory

100-yard butterfly Carruthers placed

place first in the 800-yard freestyle relay

breaststroke. Finally, Borland finished his

class, they stepped up at crucial times

of the competition and setting another

third, followed closely by Withington in

with a time of 6:34.71.

Kenyon career on a high note by finishing

when the team was not in the greatest

NCAA record with a time of 1:27.74.

fourth. By the end of the day, the Lords

Though the Lords had already

second in die 1,650-yard freestyle. The

spirits and they helped redefine the team.

held 366 team points and had expanded

sealed their 31st NCAA crown the

day and die title belonged to the Lords,

Each has had their individual struggles,

two more top-three performances, widi

their lead to an amazing 255 points over

day before, the final day of competition

as they finished with a434-point margin

but each has persevered and overcome

Blair Withington ’ 10 takingsecond place

second-place Emory University.

To round out the day, the Lords added

was just as furious as the first. To begin

of victory, setting a record for the largest

those struggles.” Though this is the end

in the 200-yard individual medley and

On day three ofcompetition, while

die day, the team of Ian Stewart-Bates,

margin of victory in NCAA history.

for these seven young men, their legacy

Lin Stewart-Bates ’ 13 placing third in the

there were no records broken by the

Turk, Somers and Withington won the

“Overall, I think it was a good meet for

remains with the continued success of

500-yard freestyle.

Kenyon team, there was more than

400-yard freestyle relay and set a new

us,” said Head Men’s and Women’s Swim-

the program.

Ladies Swimming Comes Up Short at NCAA Meet
“Some people underperformed

BY KALI GREFF
Editor-in-Chief

because ofa stomach vims that was going

around two day before, but these things
Left to fend for themselves in de

happen,” said national team member

fense of their championship title after

David Lazarus TO.
Kenyon’s standing in fourth place

losing such essential high-scorers on the

only solidified as the days wore on, as
powerhouses Emory University and

national level as Elizabeth Carlton 09,
Tracy Menzel ’09 and Carolyn Barer
09 to graduation in May 2009, the La

Denison Un iversity, as well as die up-and-

dies swimmers coming into this year’s

coming dark horse Williams College,

National Collegiate Athletic Associa

overshadowed diem. What started out

tion Division III Championships had a

as a slow day on die first day turned into

daunting task ahead ofthem. Some fresh

a fruidess chase after the leaders over the

frees on the team brought new youth, but

course of the four days. At the end, the

ultimately, their efforts were not enough

Ladies managed to whitde down their

to retain the Ladies’ top finish from the

margin behind Williams to finish at
318 points, compared to Williams’s 367.

last three years ninning. The Ladies fin

ished in fourth place at this year’s NCAA

Lauren Brady T 1 is exhausted after the four-day NCAA meet.

AMELIA ARMSTRONG WEINMAN

Emory claimed the title with a demand

ing 568.5 and Denison finished next at

Division III Championships, held March

452 points. This year marked the first

17-20, in Minneapolis, Minn.
What turned out to make the dif

disparity between the Ladies’ usual per

following this meet, now has 11 national

A memorable performance turned

formance and this year’s perfonnance,

top-five career finishes under her belt and

in by newcomer Hannah Saiz 13 in the

time that the Kenyon College Ladies

ference was the Ladies’ slow start on tlae

there were some standout swims in the

a total of 13 career All-America awards to

200-yard butterfly, finishingjust ahead of

were not standing on one of the two top
platforms on the podium at nationals

first day ofcompetition. Throughout the

Ladies’ usual fashion from upperclass

her name. Kati Meirs T 1 also turned in

Brady, brings a ray of hope to the Ladies’

day, the Ladies only managed to pull out

men: Brady in the 400-yard individual

some solid swims in her distance events

cause. Even though many key swimmers

one top-five finish in the 200-yard medley

medley (fourth place) and the 200-yard

to rack up ten career All-America awards

were lost to the passing of time, the first-

since 1983.
“Our program is nothingifwedon’t

relay. The team, composed ofKate Haller

butterfly (fourth place) and Tina Ertel

to date. Vereshchagin, another returning

years, as well as seasoned veterans on the

get better,” said Head Men’s and Women’s

T 3, Alisa Vereshchagin 12, Lauren Brady

’IO, who brought home her 22nd career

national team member, tried to defend

Ladies’ squad, stepped up and performed

T1 and Kathryn Leech TO, punched the

All-America award by placingthird in the

her title as the 2009 champion in the

admirably, despite a sudden bout of sick

SwimmingCoach Jim Steen. “Even'great
women’s and every great men’s team will

wall at a time of 1:45.13 for fifth place.

400-yard freestyle relay, anchoring the

200-yard breaststroke but came up short

ness that infected the team the first few

be willing to beg, borrow and steal to

Ladies’ best finish of the last day. Brady,

and had to settle for fourth place.

days ofcompetition.

improve.”

Despite the shock in the apparent

